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Media Outraged At Sarah 
Palin’s New Website Graphic

HEADLINES

Chinese Man Arrested

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

In an effort to reverse a trend of  declining viewership, 
as well as spread the sport to a new demographic, 
NASCAR executives have announced the decision to 
hold a race at Rainbow Road during the 2011 season.

large-scale event at such a remote site, preparations 

the 150cc race.  Drivers have begun practicing their 
aim with green shells while power-sliding around 

event that their drivers fall off  the edge and need to be 
recovered.

“It has been a tremendous challenge for me 

Earnhardt Jr., “because those fake items boxes just look 

work to overcome this obstacle in the weeks leading up 

intergalactic race courses.

As usual, the Sprint Cup Series race will be preceded 

NASCAR to Add Rainbow Road Course to 2011 Schedule

The last thing James 

passing out was the curve of  
his upcoming orgo midterm. 

bookshelves had disintegrated 
into carbon chains. “I woke 
up the next morning on a cold 

a new BMX bike with rims 

midterm crisis drove him to 
the brink of  El Camino Real. 

he added. Things began to 
turn around, however, when 

cooled beer pong table. 

scored some great coke from 

became pen pals with Tucker 
Max.

shopping for new courses. To 
celebrate the change in their 

bought him a brand-new Five 
Star binder. 

experiences over the past few 

Student Has Midterm Crisis, Finds 

whole brood with them—twins Jia-
Min and Chu Plus 2 

has delighted Chinese audiences since 
its inception, and season two promises 

frantic parenting. Taking its cue from 

8, Min and Chu has ridden a similar 

producer Shu Yi Feng. “You put two 

shenanigans start to happen right 

appears to have paid off, as the show is 

as China’s Got Virtue and So You Think You 
Can March In A Single File Line, which is 
good news for Min and Chu, because 

“Min and Chu Plus 2” Tops 
Chinese TV Ratings

for new content every day!

Earnhardt Jr. gets ready to take on the Rainbow Road.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

QBMBDR VEXR PEH EMP GV PTMV UBFR BF. HTK REIV PTMV UREF HTK 
XTKOP. DTJV GOKMPVYD EMP EGDKYPBFBVD MT PTKGF XYVSF BM; 
QTYLVF FRVJ ED DTTM ED HTK XEM. -YEOSR UEOPT VJVYDTM

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT M = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE BATTLE BETWEEN 
THE TWO DIGITS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: QUILL, PIPES, HICCUP, HOBBLE what they 
called the trendy jump HIP HOP

last week’s answers: OVERSEAS STUDIES, ALGORITHM, TIC TAC TOE, 
MEAN GIRLS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: DARKNESS CANNOT DRIVE OUT DARKNESS; ONLY LIGHT CAN DO THAT. HATE CANNOT DRIVE OUT HATE; ONLY 
LOVE CAN DO THAT. -MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

 EHBTR

 KUMYR

 NATLUW

 ATTUME

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

651

QUOTE:  “Did you buy one of those new Flipside iHum shirts? They are sooooooo cool!” - Stanford Student

The number of possible combinations of Subway 
sandwiches and Jamba Juice orders you can make. 

Now go pick me up the 437th permutation, which if 
you don’t have it memorized, is a meatball sub with 

jalapeno peppers and a double wheatgrass shot.

With a parent’s permission, log on to the world wide 
web, and surf on over to !

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-


